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1980s–1990s.
Another Form, Another Place: The Periphery as “Alternative Landscape”

The revisionist response to the crisis of modernity (historicism, “turning back”, reconstruction and 
evocation, mannerist eclecticism, etc.) marked most of the postmodern urban cultures of the late 
twentieth century. Confidence in formal architectural language and design were the main strengths 
of models that were more attentive to the lyrical and punctual approach than to possible holistic 
conceptions of the city.

In the face of the diverse figurative expressions—emphatically “stylistic” or gently “calligraphic”—of 
this retroactive vision which saw in the evocation of a referential centre (ideally civic, cohesive, and 
harmonious) its main reference (but which also, in the face of the dream, sought to recover “lost 
paradises”), the critical reaction favoured during a good part of the nineteen-eighties by certain 
theoretical positions would be to return to the basis of modern production—more contemporary 
(abstract, objective, technical)—as accepted in all its “dry and hard radicalism”. In this context it 
is possible to interpret the interest manifested by the research produced in this period as focused 
around a “new” expressive landscape: the landscape of the periphery (the “suburb”, the “crown” of 
the “broken” city, its crust more or less cracked) as “alternative scenario” (Mateo 1987).

Figure 1. Manolo Lagullo: Diagonal Sur, Barcelona,1989. Source: COAG
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Faced with the decadent harmony of a recreated history and  with the impossible sentimentality of 
the traditional city, the periphery became, in effect, an alternative “new place” (present in a systemic 
and almost interchangeable way in most large cities) revealing a new epic scale open to the pos-
sibility of entering into the city’s own latent potentials (Steiner 1993).

The attention to the periphery would then appear, for much of the 1980s and 1990s, as the “impos-
sible” dream of a “possible”—if “interrupted”—lost modernity: the quasi-poetic scenario of a failed 
city that is nevertheless also susceptible of being potentially reinterpretable, that contrasts the 
rigorous, austere, and abstract intensity of the modern city to the evocative model of the historical 
city. The urban schematism, its productive mechanics, and generally the poor constructive quality 
that had been in most cases the main characteristics of the “modern city” in post-war Europe (thus 
converting its architectural translation into a symbol of fragmentation, dislocation, imposition, as 
epic as it was autistic, as “self-sufficient” as it was indifferent to the environment) did not prevent 
the interpretation of the peripheral space as big spaces of possibilities, of “expectant scenarios” 
rather than “significant spaces” (Wenders, Kollhoff 1988).

A space more strict than ceremonious; more severe than solemn; more purist than pure.

The subtle border line between the “periphery” of the nineteen-eighties as an alternative “cult 
landscape”—a space of latencies but also of values—and the “suburb” of the nineteen-sixties as a 
political scene of social denunciation—deficient, conflicting, belligerent, socially “resistant”—traced 
an ambiguous scenario of contradictions and intersections at the same time. However, inside of 
this scene, one would find prevailing and continuing to underly these notions the very idea of the 
periphery as a “limit” (or perimeter).

This notion of peripheral perimeter would, however, be the one which at the end of the nineteen-
nineties mutated and changed to give way to a more diffuse, fractalised, and ambiguous scenario 
in its expressions and manifestations.

In this sense, if the dichotomy between a “centre frozen by history” and an “expectant periphery” 
had for some time constituted a revitalizing leitmotiv of urbanism at the end of twentieth century, it 
had also limited the debate to a sort of aesthetic confrontation between two figurative landscapes: 
that of the morphological continuity of the historical city and that of the objective freedom of mod-
ern growth; this reduced the perception—and the approach—of space to a problem of forms: old 
or new forms, old or new scenarios—inner fabrics or perimeter boundaries—located, in any case, 
in the familiar context of what had traditionally been conceived as “city”. Thus, it is a recognizable 
and virtually coherent and continuous enclosure (or object), a scenario whose old geometries have 
already begun to fray.
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1990s–2000s.
In the “Urban-Territorial” Space: Dispersions, Decohesions, Dis-densities.
The Periphery as “Multi-Place”

At the end of the twentieth century, it was evident that the geographical limits of what had been 
understood as a city had, almost suddenly, given way to the new scales of a new urban- territorial 
space in constant vibration and reconfiguration. In this context, what had been understood as the 
periphery could no longer be conceived as a “location” (a precise place or landscape: the boundary 
of the city, its border), but rather as a “condition” in the womb of a process (that of the dissolution 
of the urban in the territory), in which consolidated realities and scattered, often contradictory reali-
ties would coexist, alluding to a new entropic and definitively unfinished definition of the “new city”.

The widespread increase of new phenomena of transformation associated with the impact of mo-
bility and distant communication in the territorial occupation itself, the appearance of new “territo-
rialities in network”, the refocusing of the city in its outskirts, demographic or real estate explosions 
(with no necessary connection between them), the emergence of hypertrophied “world-cities” and 
specialised ghettos (produced at all levels, spatial and social), and, in a nutshell, the emergence 
of urban “forms” and “targets” of irregular development were effectively provoking local and global 
transformations that hardly seemed to have been anticipated, addressed, or foreseen by an urban 
science enclosed in the linear imposition-composition of those traditional models that were often 
limited to themselves. The field of the periphery now pointed to that “eccentric” space, with no limit 
(coherent or apparent). An n-borderland called to express its condition as multinter (multilayered 
and inter-networks, multi-level and inter-territories) becomes vast and vague, more and more am-
biguous in its expressions or manifestations (Neutelings 1992).

The more or less defined old boundaries (and the old enclosures) of the old city “perimeter”—still 
with “flanks” and “rear”—had almost “succumbed” to the many demands of a new type of “geo-
strategic-territorial” arrangement, just as the old genuinely compositional factors had done in the 
face of the evidence of an increasingly polyhedral, elusive, and vital reality.

In the incipient networked nature of the new multiple structures of urban-territorial exchange and 
development, a new kind of more elastic condition—a fractal and irregular topology—could be 
noted: the old expansive forms of “metropolitan” accumulation, with large referential centres and 
“aureolar” peripheries, would gradually give way to less hierarchical, polycentric, polyhedral, and 
poly-cooperative groups; discontinuous and related, “concerted” or “arranged”, and not always 
univocal but articulated differentials; destined to combine “centres” and “edges” at the same time 
(large nuclei as attractors and new intermediate nuclei, connection meshes and surfaces of rela-
tion, boundary landscapes, and in-between landscapes) in a new type of network structures—
more complex, elastic, and flexible—between “in(ter)dependent identities” rather than between 
“subordinate entities”: structures defined beyond the traditional “metropolitan areas” or the eternal 
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dichotomies “urban/rural”, “centre/periphery” (Batty 1997, Harvey 1985). In the case of European 
and especially Mediterranean realities this geo-urban condition would be even more explicit in 
highlighting the value of a varied geography, usually rich in populations and directly related to living 
and exchange spaces. The current dynamics of global development, multiplied by the information 
revolution itself, have given rise to the conditions of a new type of flexible and open (polyhedral 
and polyphonic) order in the territory: an order that would give special prominence to the interac-
tive nature of the processes and phenomena associated with them, and whose most obvious 
manifestation would be an organism (the city) constantly reinformed (redefined and transformed) 
by continuous operations of action and reaction, adjustment and readjustment, between material 
and immaterial realities (“layers” of “information” and networks of articulation) in constant evolution-
ary combination.

These dynamics construct a new global framework, more complex and plural, for a new projec-
tive interpretation of the territory: that of a pluri-city (poli-polis) agreed to a multiple network of 
infrastructure and intra-structure, landscapes and in-between-landscapes, density nodes and ex-
change cores, with relational and differential vocation, integrated and balanced at the same time, in 
a poly-territory that would no longer be manifested as a “single place” (associated with a centrifugal 
or radial movement around a large centre) but as a multiple set of dynamic scenarios of relation-
ship and interaction (see some variations in Gausa 2010). A structure of variable geometry that 
today expresses, conclusively, its definitely dynamic condition and requires a new integrated and 
relational interpretation; with the capacity to articulate new visions, new schemes, and, therefore, 
new connections between old and new polycentric structures implicit in this new complex system 
of independent and interdependent “sets” at a time, where strata and layers intersect and overlap 
(Ascher 1995).

Strategic Issues—and Criteria

From these considerations various questions can then arise regarding the “multiple”, strategic, and 
relational meaning and impact of the current conjunction city-territory, centre/centres-periphery/
peripheries and their own network articulation:

How should the geo-urban scale of the city be approached?
• From what guiding criteria could this new geo-urban dimension of the city be approached 

“in”, “with” and “towards” the territory, and how would this dimension be oriented in a new 
assemblage of structures “in set” and “in net”, capable of conjugating municipal realities and 
intermunicipal relations, networks of articulation and pockets of cohesion, development matri-
ces and landscapes as links, in new integrated models?

• What role should the main attracting centres and the various intermediate nuclei play in these 
polymorphic models, and how could an effective articulation between mobility, growth, nature, 
and landscape be defined in and between them?
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Figure 5. Barcelona Land-Grid. Topographical Model. Image: Actar Arquitectura, 1998–2000 

Figure 4. Urban City, Geo-Urban City. Continuity City/City, Connectivity City/Landscape. Image: author
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Figure 6. Barcelona Land-Grid. Topographical Model. Image: Actar Arquitectura, 1998–2000 
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How should the new mobility scenarios be defined?
• With what inter-scalar criteria should infrastructure be considered and how should a new in-

tegrated definition of the transport and energy systems themselves—as “compressor” agents 
(and “tensors”) in the territory—be addressed?

What new active role should the landscape play?
• What new functional condition should be taken by the great natural spaces, understood not 

only as landscape reserves but as active scenarios? 
• What new programmatic and resilient role could be given to the landscape as urban and terri-

torial “infrastructure”, related to the great environmental topics (water, energy, land use, matter, 
and recycling, etc.)?

• What kind of new poly-functional approach could be foreseen for the traditional primary agri-
cultural spaces, transforming today’s spaces into new playful mixed scenarios for combining 
primary and tertiary activities: agriculture, tourism, research, green economy?

• What should be the new social space: public and/or collective?

How should our own life surroundings and relationships be?
• How could a new type of more stimulating habitats be generated?
• How, beyond the old extensional or polygonal models, should cities be developed to translate 

a new environmental sensitivity associated with a new conception of habitat into a possible 
relational landscape?

From which models should our urban scenarios be developed and/or redefined?
• In what way should the old core cores and density spots be reinformed (recycled, recalibrated, 

renewed) to ensure necessary processes of qualitative reactivation?
• With what kind of innovative actions should the recycling of existing fabrics be promoted, be 

they “historic neighbourhoods” (mature stages or consolidated fabrics that are more or less 
obsolete) or “modern peripheries” (residential complexes, industrial estates or tourism sce-
narios that are often deficient in their performance and/or in their necessary programmatic and 
functional re-evaluation processes)?

What new type of urban metabolism—and urban models—would have to be formulated?
• With what criteria should these parameters be combined—redefinition, recycling, re- natu-

ralization and/or restructuring—with new innovative and inductive repertoires (multifunctional, 
mixed, hybrid) to ensure genuine qualitative actions, diversity, and variety at the same time, in 
a territory potentially able to reconcile culture, life, production, leisure, and knowledge, from an 
adequate integrated enhancement of its own infrastructure?
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What should be the interplay between contemporary architecture, society, and culture in the new 
information society?
• From what new creative and technological, spatial, and environmental ambition should the 

new challenges of an emerging society and its translation be addressed in new collective 
and interactive scenarios: conceived for activity, enjoyment, and knowledge, but also as pos-
sibly interactive or reactive—that is, responsive—and more sustainable interface or mediation 
spaces between individuals, their environment, and new information technologies?

Today it is a matter of rethinking the possible propositive quality implicit in the dynamic potential of 
this new “geo-urban” scenario, of displacement, mobility, and exchange—but also of landscape 
and inter-landscapes, of the connectivity and the (inter) relationship—connecting to a new under-
standing of the idea of place or context: as a field of forces “articulated”, in network, as well as 
with a new projectional and conceptual tool, emerging today, associated to the new information 
technologies; thus recovering a certain optimistic— ambitious—epic of the “glocal” involved in the 
profound changes of scale and structures characteristic of the new metropolitan forms; favouring 
a positive and at the same time critical action, attentive to those conflicts, tensions, and deficits 
generated by the phenomenon that is approached. These tensions and deficits—social and spatial 
and environmental—appeal to new approaches, resilient and integrated at the same time, of our 
life scenarios and relationships (Gausa et.al. 2003).

2000s–2015
Expanded Realities: The periphery as “Disconnection”

The first decades of the twenty-first century are opening up to the exponential development of new 
technologies that have multiplied the potentials of interaction between spaces, contexts, media, 
and users, thus opening up a new stage of increasingly ubiquitous, augmented, and embedded 
capabilities in a new material-virtual dimension called to define one’s own “expanded” condition of 
contemporary reality.

The launch of new, more personalised interfaces—from the emergence in the nineteen-nineties 
of the first personal computers to the multiplication of new portable devices, from the idea of 
intercities to the idea of a global network, from the multi-layer interaction (Windows, GIS, Scan) 
to the multi-environment interaction (apps, sensors, IA)—translates the progressive perfection of 
the operational programmes and operative systems as a corollary of these processes, destined to 
extend the possibilities of interaction among means and between means and users, favoured by 
the consolidation and increase of applications for mobile and open programmes (Open Source) 
and Real-Time readings.

The research developed at this third stage seem to tend to deepen the exploration of these new 
capacities associated with the accelerated progression of the encounter (and crossing) between 
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Figure 7. Stephen Perella, Haptic Horizon, 1998
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reality and virtuality, materiality and digitality (integrated digitisation), associated with the augment-
ed interactions between materiality (reactive) and environment (reactivated), but also between the 
environment (actuated) and involved agents (actuators): agents and materials (Agents & Matters) 
raise new focuses of attention, from interest to the hyper-collectivity of new urban co-production 
processes (co-participatory, co-decision-making) and its implicit empathic quality (new communi-
ties and new collective behaviours, Commons & Behaviours), as paradigms directly associated 
with a new interchange system. 

The exploration of a new co-participatory definition (empathic or eco-empathic) for the inhabited 
surroundings, but also of a new endo-sensitive definition of/for an environmentally responsive ma-
teriality (ubiquitous, embedded) related with the environment (nano-technologies, bio-technolo-
gies, etc.) today marks many of the experiments of this new era.

Information understood as input-output (shared, cooperative) or as indicator-actuator (supra- en-
vironmental) leads, effectively, to new formulations inclined towards deepening new active and 
interactive responses that are not only relational but decidedly synergistic (empathic) with a me-
dium and with a reality. They are, as it has been pointed out, not only distributed but ubiquitous, 
augmented in their own capacities of hyper-connectivity and sensing; an expansive, systemic, re-
sponsive, and “collective/connective” condition, associated with an endo-technological definition, 
as an increased relational capacity in and between systems (Gausa 2013).

Parallel to this type of advanced environments, the inertias associated with other, less positive 
global situations are related to the conflicts and threats linked to climate change and their devastat-
ing effects on less developed populations (environmental risks, housing devaluation, pollution and 
contamination, ghettoification, rising poverty, etc.).

The informational capacity of the de-localised productive exchange has increased the plural com-
plexity (rich, varied, diverse) of scenarios and relationships, but it has also contributed to increasing 
the entropic effects on land-use and the progressive inequality between realities and communi-
ties—leading therefore to the emergence of a new type of periphery, no longer only physical but 
also socio-economic (and cultural?) (Rifkin 2014).

The coexistence of hyper-connected and hypo-connected societies thus expresses a new reality 
to be managed and balanced with a new type of governance that is more sensitive to a new type 
of holistic, equitable, and empathic logic (empathicities) (Guallart 2012).

The old urban notion of “periphery” (peri-pheros, the city displaced around itself) seems to give 
way to a new concept, the “para-feria” (para-pheros, the city displaced by the margin and on its 
margins) in which the urban would pass from being a single place to become a “place of places”: 
real and virtual, diverse, irregular, differential, and (potentially and qualitatively) (re)orientable and/
or interlaceable.
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